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From the Ground Up 
Hans-Christian Schink’s New Photo Series Under Water at Kicken Berlin Transports Us to Worlds 
Near and Far 
 
by Tom Mustroph 
 
Humans are not Hans-Christian Schink’s choice of subject matter. The photographer first 
attracted international attention with his photographs of highways constructed after German 
unification. The pictures captured seemingly gigantic pillars of Autobahn bridges and enormous 
masses of soil moved by excavators. Schink took most of the photographs after the last 
construction workers had left the scene of his chosen shot. In his most recent series he goes 
underground, submerging his underwater camera in several lakes in Mecklenburg-West 
Pomerania and releasing the shutter from his position above the water’s surface. 
 
Although Schink is generally a careful planner, he gave full rein to chance, and the resulting pictures 
are quite surprising. Many do not even resemble underwater photography: the stems of some of 
the aquatic plants look like grasses that also grow on land. Only the murky haze in which they are 
immersed hints at the lakes of northeastern Germany, where the water is not always pristine. 
 
Other pictures contain enchanted landscapes. Accumulations of algae form complex shapes, and 
very infrequently the silhouettes of small fish are seen. Due to the relatively bad visibility and the 
underwater camera’s short focal length, plants that are further away blur into a mysterious blaze 
of pastel colors. Surprisingly, although visibility is only about a half meter, entire underwater forests 
are found in this limited realm. Sometimes the plants stretch for the surface of the water with 
downright rational reliability, and other times they create interlinked sculptural objects. Now and 
then the camera tilts upward, revealing the underside of broad leaves of water lilies floating on 
the surface. 
 
Unter Wasser (Under Water) introduces viewers to the weirdness of the aquatic world. While 
the images refuse to succumb to the spectacle of tropical fish worlds and coral reefs, it 
nevertheless remains unclear to what extent the appealing colors of the murkiness are caused by 
human interference and represent threats to the depicted biotopes. 
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